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CONTEXT & INFLUENCES 

REGIONAL:  So Cal Coastal - “Beach Town Character” Our new standard for building
design should reflect this context.

LOCAL:  It’s a Village, what should that mean ? For me this neighborhood’s appearance
should be a collection of small (narrow) buildings lining the public realm (think State st
between CVD and Gand).  Much of the core area was originally parceled into 25-50 or
40ft wide properties.  Larger developments are good as they allow the room needed to
put parking below grade (long be they rest).  However all new buildings need to
strengthen the atmosphere that is implied by the tern “Village”.  Its appearance should be
buildings built by different people over a longer period of time.    

HERITAGE: The Village has been in place for over 100 years, this fact should have an
influence on every new building built, require applicant to explain how their proposed
project complies.  New buildings could make use of reclaimed or weathered material that
show age, getting away from every new building looking like it was built yesterday.

CLIMATE: Our’s is benign, mild winters with low rainfall but daily afternoon breeze, this
should effect roof-scapes and potential use of roofs as outdoor space. Core area with
street level commercial should open up to the public realm creating an indoor / outdoor
environment.  

ATMOSPHERE / AMBIANCE: We must stress uniqueness & authenticity that reflect and
respond to all of the CONTEXT & INFLUENCES. No building design that can be found
in other locals in SoCal.  Rather an unique style that becomes our signature design
statement  both physically and visually.

CHARACTER DRIVEN DESIGN: Rich in both design and materials, use of custom
features and details; real building materials not faux; min of one purely artistic feature per
project ,- wall surface; 3 dimensional stand alone in key area; overhead / aerial; or 
roofscape / skyline.         

NEW TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD: “Welcome, please present what special step you 
will take to show the neighborhood you will be proud to be one of us” 



NO BUILDING DESIGN THEMES THAT DON’T REPRESENT OUR CONTEXT AND
INFLUENCES 

Tutor design is nice but? I am sure the Old World Center building, due to its abundance
of character, is one of our best liked buildings in the Village.  Now allow me to share my
opinion why that is all wrong.  I also like the building for all of its character but I believe
it is also all wrong for our Village.  First it is a faux design as it is an expression that
comes from its original regional context of northern Europe.  A location with more sever
winter weather (steep roofs to shed rain and snow).  Shake roofs and plenty of wood trim 
( abundant forest near by).  With its typically small windows the design is totally
introverted, it is all about the interior space where inside you shake off the snow  sit by a
warm fire and have a black & tan ( I have had my share there).  The Center could just as
easily sit in a sea of parking as it does very little to relate to its surroundings.  At its
location on Grand (Promenade) it should open up to that public realm corridor enriching
a  indoor / outdoor environment. Plus it should address all of the CONTEXT &
INFLUENCES. 
For the Core area with mixed use development, we should aim for a unique and authentic
“Main Street America”, “Village by the Sea” design standard. A SIGNATURE BUILDING
DESIGN STANDARD.  A standard that express specific design elements and expected
final results.  Then allows, no requires, a creative solution from the applicant’s design
team.  A solution that is then supported by a written, graphic and verbal presentation by
the applicant that is then judged against our new specific signature design standard,
thumbs up thumbs down. Then no longer the make use of planning dept policy 35 in the
Village, please see my next paper.      








